Two-Parameter Gompertz distribution is considered here for the Bayesian inference under the Constant-Stress Partially Accelerated Life Test (CS-PALT). The first-failure Progressive (FFP) censoring pattern and its special cases have used for the analysis based on Bayes estimators of all the parameters under two different asymmetric loss functions and their special cases. A numerical study based on the real and simulated data has carried out for the analysis of the proposed method.
Introduction
In the life testing experiments and the consistency analysis, the cost and time limitation push to experimenters, to end the experiments before all the units on test fail. In general, it is known as censoring process. The estimate based on the censored data is less accurate than the estimate from the complete data. However, the censoring reduces the test time and expense of the life test. In literature, a number of censoring patterns available and the researcher's from time to time show their recommendations based on these censoring schemes.
Most common censoring patterns in literature are named as Type-II censoring and in this censoring, all the test units placed on a test and the test dismisses after an assumed number of units fail. The major disadvantage of Type-II censoring is, only smallest lifetimes of the test units are observed. The generalization of this censoring pattern is known as the Progressive Type-II censoring pattern. In this pattern, a well-organized scheme has used for the removal of a pre-specified number of surviving test units at each failure time during the experiments. Elimination of test units before the failure may be planned to save the time and experimental cost (See Balakrishnan and Aggarwala (2000) for more details about the Progressive censoring scheme). A huge literature is available on these censoring, a little few of them are, Ahmadia, Mir-Mostafaee, and Balakrishnan (2011) , Azimi, Yaghmaei, and Azimi (2012) , Prakash and Singh (2013) , Prakash (2015 a), and Prakash (2016) .
It is known facts that, the basic goal of Progressive censoring is to save some live test units for another test, which is mainly useful when units being tested are expensive. Johnson (1964) discussed a live test in which the experimenter should divide the test units into a number of sets and each set as an assembly of test units, and run simultaneously. The test terminated when the first failure is occurring in each group. This censoring pattern is named as first failure censoring. If an experimenter wants to remove some test units before first failures occur in these sets, this life test plan is called a First-Failure Progressive (FFP) censoring scheme (Wu and Kus (2009) ). The focus of the present study is to study about the Bayes estimators under different cases of the FFP censoring based on CP-ALT. Four different censoring plans are the special cases of the FFP censoring and used here them.
Again, in some experiments where the life of the product was tested, it is not always easy to collect lifetimes on highly reliable products with a long lifetime under the normal operating conditions. The accelerated life testing (ALT) or partially accelerated life testing (PALT) are applicable and widely used in such test situation. In ALT, all test units are kept under higher stress levels, but in the PALT only few of them are running under severe condition.
Three different methods of stress loading in ALT are available. The first method is constantstress ALT, in which stress is kept at a constant level throughout the test (Bagdonavicius and Nikulin (2002) ). The stress applied to the test product is continuously increasing with time, known as progressive-stress ALT (Al-Hussaini and Abdel-Hamid (2010) ). In step-stress ALT, the test condition changes at a given time or upon the occurrence of a specified number of failures (Ismail, Abdel-Ghalyb, and El-Khodary (2011), Tangi, Guani, Xu, and Xu (2012) , Hyun and Lee (2015) , Abdel-Hamid (2016) and Prakash (2017 a) ).
In all the above cases the acceleration factor is pre-assumed, but in case when acceleration factor can't assume as a known value, the partially accelerated life test (PALT) will be a better choice for the life testing. In PALT, the test units are tested in both the conditions and also has three major stress loading named as progressive-stress, constant-stress and stepstress. In the Constant-Stress PALT (CS-PALT), the item under the test, runs either use or accelerated condition only.
FFP censoring under CS-PALT
The Gompertz distribution inhabits a significant place in modeling human mortality and fitting actuarial tables. The present distribution is getting some more attention nowadays in the areas of technology, medicine, biology and natural sciences also. The underlying distribution was introduced by Gompertz (1825) , and contribution to the statistical method and characterization of this distribution by many authors. Few of them are Gordon (1990) , Rao and Damaraju (1992) and Wu and Lee (1999) . Garg, Rao, and Redmond (1970) studied the properties of the maximum likelihood estimates, whereas Chen (1997) developed an exact confidence interval and exact joint confidence region for the parameters of the concerned distribution. Applications and more survey for the Gompertz model are given by Al-Hussaini, Al-Dayian, and Adham (2000) . Wu, Hung, and Tsai (2004) uses the least square method for the estimation of the parameters, while the progressive first-failure censored data used for the estimation of the parameters by Soliman, Ahmed, Naser, and Gamal (2012) .
The probability density and cumulative density function of the two-parameter Gompertz life distribution are given as
and
Here, the parameter θ is the shape parameter and parameter σ is called the scale parameter respectively. The underlying distribution is an Uni-model with positive skewness and an increasing hazard rate function. It is also noted that when θ → 0, the distribution will tend to an Exponential distribution.
In CS-PALT, n 1 test units (selected randomly) from total of n test units, are run at the normal test condition and the remaining n 2 (= n − n 1 ) test units are at accelerated test condition. The probability density function, distribution function and failure rate are defined, when an item tested in normal test condition as
Let the failure rate function ρ 2 (x 2 ) is denoted for an item tested at accelerated condition with the acceleration factor λ(> 1), and defined for considering model given in Eq. (3) as
Based on failure rate function ρ 2 (x 2 ) given in Eq. (6), the probability density function and the distribution function under the accelerated condition are obtained as
Following Prakash (2017 b) , the joint probability density function of order statistics based on first-failure progressively Type-II censoring scheme (FFP) under CS-PALT is defined as
In FPP censoring, total test units are divided into a number of independent groups with an equal number of test units in each group. In the present case, FFP censoring is combined with CS-PALT. Hence, the total n test units divided between two groups, each have n 1 and n 2 test units. The n 1 units are kept in a normal test condition and n 2 are at accelerated test condition. Each group further break into m groups with an equal number of test units k. Here, R 1i and R 2i are the progressive censoring scheme for normal and accelerated test group, respectively and FFP censoring runs until m 1 and m 2 failure are observed in each test condition respectively. Using Eq. (3-4) & Eq. (7-8) in Eq. (9), we get
where
The Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimation of the parameter under consideration are obtained by taking logarithm of Eq. (10) as
The first order Differentiation of Eq. (11) with respect to the parameter θ, σ and λ are given respectively as
The unknown parameters are involved in the expressions of ML estimation. A numerical technique (Newton Raphson integral method) is applied here for the numerical findings of these ML estimates.
Bayes estimation under asymmetric loss function
Selection of prior density in the Bayesian analysis plays an important role, however, researchers have pointed out from time to time that there is no any true way of choice of prior distribution. It depends completely upon personal belief of the researchers. If one may have satisfactory information about the parameter under study, one should use, informative prior; otherwise it is preferable to use non-informative prior. Osman (1987) was derived a compound Gompertz model by considering one of the parameters of the Gompertz distribution as a random variable following the Gamma distribution. He studied the properties of compound Gompertz distribution and suggested its use for modeling lifetime data and analyzing the survivals in heterogeneous populations. Following, him in the present study, informative one-parameter Gamma distribution assumed here as the conjugate family of prior density for the parameters under study and defined as
The vague prior is selected for the acceleration factor λ here, so that the prior do not play any significant roles in the analyses. The selected vague prior for the parameter λ and the joint prior distribution are given as
The resultant joint and marginal posterior densities corresponding to the parameters θ, σ and λ are obtained and given as
Again, the selection of loss function is also crucial in Bayesian analysis. The most common loss function is squared error loss function, which is the posterior mean of the parameter under consideration. This is symmetric in nature, but in real life experiments, there is not always possible the symmetric situation. In some situation overestimation is more serious than underestimation and vice versa. In the present article, we considered two different kinds of the asymmetric loss function. One is derived by Al-Bayyati (2002) named as Al-Bayyati loss function (AbLF) and the second one is Linex loss function (LLF) derived Varian (1975) .
Properties of Bayes estimation of the life parameters of the Rayleigh distribution under Progressive censoring were recently studied by Prakash (2015 b) . AbLF is the result of a slight modification in squared error loss function and is defined for any estimateθ corresponding to the parameter θ as
The expressions of Bayes estimators and their corresponding Bayes risks for the unknown parameters under both loss functions are not obtained in nice closed form. A numerical technique with the simulation was applied here for obtaining the numerical findings.
Numerical illustration
Based on pre-assumed values of α(= 0.50, 1.00, 2.50) and β(= 0.50, 1.00, 2.50) the values of θ and σ are generated from the prior distribution π θ and π σ respectively. Using these generated values, a set of 10, 000 random sample generated, each of size n = 30 by using following relation
Here, U (i) are independently distributed U (0, 1). Monte Carlo simulation technique was applied here for generating FFP censored samples for each simulation (See details for algorithms described in Balakrishnan and Sandhu (1995) ). For different special cases of FFP censoring scheme along with different values of k are given in Table 1 .
Here the values of m 1 and m 2 are assumed equal only for simplicity in calculation.
The calculated ML estimate of the parameters under consideration are given in Table 2 under all possible special cases of the FFP censoring. It is observed from the tables that, as hyper-parameter increases the magnitude of the ML estimate first increase and then decreases. Increasing trend also have seen when the sample size getting larger. The magnitude of the ML estimate is observed maximum for the FFP censoring whereas the minimum is noted for the Type-II censoring for all the considered values. However, the magnitudes of ML estimates are smaller. Table 3 -5 shows the Bayes risks for the Bayes estimators corresponding to the parameters θ, σ and λ respectively under AbLF. Four possible cases of AbLF are assumed here for the analysis. The values of the shape parameter a of AbLF are assumed here as a(= 1, −1, −2, 0), a = −2, shows the Bayes risk under ISELF and for a = 0 it is the Posterior risk. The numerical findings shows, the maximum risks under the complete sample case, whereas the minimum risk under FFP censoring. It is also observed that, for higher hyper-parametric values, the Bayes risks are smaller for Type-II censoring when compared with FFC. Otherwise Bayes risks increase as the censoring patterns changed. Other properties are seen similar as discussed above.
The Gompertz distribution is often applied to describe the distribution of adult lifespans by actuaries and demographers. Computer scientists have also started to model the failure rates of computer codes by said model. Biology and gerontology also considered the Gompertz distribution for the analysis of survival. More recently, In Marketing Science, it has been used as an individual-level simulation for customer lifetime value modeling. In all the said applications, overestimation is more serious than underestimation. Hence, the positive value of shape parameter c(> 0) is considered here for LLF and it shows the loss function is quite asymmetric about 0 with overestimation being more costly than underestimation.
The Bayes risks corresponding to the Bayes estimators under LLF are given in Tables 6-8 respectively for c = 0.50, 1.00. The minimum Bayes risks are obtained for FFP censoring whereas the maximum for complete sample case and the risk increases as the censoring patterns changed. The Bayes risks are increased when the shape parameter of LLF c increases.
Other properties are seen similar as discussed above. Hence, for minimum Bayes risk one may prefer the FFP censoring over other censoring patterns.
Real data illustration
Real life data of the cancer survival times in years (Bekker, Roux, and Mostert (2000) ) has been examined to illustrate the real-world applicability of the results. All the results have been obtained for analysis purpose for all selected parametric values as assumed in previous section, but presents only the results for α = β = 1.00 in concerned tables. All the properties have been seen similar as discussed above. One remarkable point is that, the risk magnitude is smaller as compared to simulated data, however the difference in risk magnitude is nominal. 
Conclusion
In the life testing experiments, the cost and time limitation pushed to experimenters, to end the experiments before all the units on test fail. The First-Failure Progressive (FFP) censoring scheme is the combination of first-failure censoring and Progressive Type-II censoring and gives an opportunity to remove some sets of test units before observing the first failures in these sets.
Two-parameter Gompertz distribution is considered here for the Bayesian inference under FFP censoring with Constant-Stress Partially Accelerated Life Test. The properties of the Bayes estimators of all the parameters under two different asymmetric loss functions and special cases of FFP censoring have been study based on real and simulated data.
The numerical findings shows, the highest risks for the complete sample case, whereas the least risk has been noted under FFP censoring. It is also observed that, for higher hyper parameter values, the Bayes risks are smaller for Type-II censoring when compared with FFC. Hence, one may prefer the FFP censoring over others, for the selected parametric values and small censored sample size.
